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ABSTRACT

Through the digitization of the externalization of human memory and a 

shift in cultural perspectives, a non-forgetting artificial memory evolves.

In my thesis I use a metaphor for this contemporary phenomenon: I 

state that we’re living with Digital Hyperthymesia. This is derived from 

the memory condition ‘hyperthymesia’ that gives a person a superior 

autobiographical memory, meaning that the person can recall, without 

conscious effort, nearly every day of their life with great detail.   

I researched the emergence of Digital Hyperthymesia from technological 

and cultural perspective, and I anticipated on the consequences. It will 

affect our behaviour, identity and perception of time. With my thesis I 

want to bring this recently emerged phenomenon to attention in order 

to create opportunity for reflection, and to reform the cultural view 

regarding memory.  In the context of Digital Hyperthymesia I researched 

human memory. It consists of a duality of remembering and forgetting, 

which was an inspiration for the product of my graduation project. The 

goal of the product was to design a digital equivalent of forgetting as a 

counter movement, to neutralize the effects of Digital Hyperthymesia. 

This resulted in an algorithm, called ‘Artificial Ignorance’, that disrupts 

the process of digital remembering and transforms external memories to 

abolish the consequences of the phenomenon on our behaviour. 
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INTRODUCTION

Hyperthymesia is a very rare condition that gives a person an extremely 

detailed autobiographical memory. Individuals with hyperthymestic 

syndrome can recall almost every day of their lives nearly perfect, 

including public events that were important to them personally, and 

without conscious effort. 

With the latest technological developments empowering the emergence 

of a non-forgetting, digital memory, I think we are currently all living 

with Digital Hyperthymesia. The perfect memory is being created by 

information stored externally and information uploaded to the internet 

every day. People are outsourcing part of their memories to this digital 

variant and it is affecting us. Additionally, this results in concurrent 

movements like ‘lifelogging’, where people use wearable computers 

to capture (large parts of) their lives.  The thematic of this evolving 

phenomenon is presently relevant, and therefore the consequences of 

this phenomenon are not thoroughly considered yet. The emergence 

of Digital hyperthymesia and its consequences will be addressed in 

chapter one. 

In the context of Digital Hyperthymesia is the duality from which human 

memory consist, the activities of remembering and forgetting, very 

interesting. While having a negative connotation, forgetting is actually 

a necessary mental activity that helps people to filter the incoming 

sensory flood. chapter two will go in depth on (the cultural perspective 

regarding) human memory. 

From the research I want to design a countermovement, to neutralize the 

effects of our Digital Hyperthymesia, inspired on the duality in human 

memory. This process and the final product will be described in chapter 

three. 
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RESEARCh qUESTION

can the dualism of human memory, the activities of remembering and 

forgetting, be applied to our perfect external memory, by designing 

a digital equivalent of forgetting, to neutralize the effects of Digital 

Hyperthymesia?

METhOD

I researched the emergence of Digital Hyperthymesia and anticipated 

on its consequences. In order to do this, I looked at technological and 

cultural causes for this phenomenon and used their influences and 

outcomes to formulate consequences. Besides digital memory I also 

researched human memory, because in context of Digital Hyperthymesia 

it offered valuable functionality which can be translated into a digital 

equivalent of forgetting. Simultaneous while doing this research, I 

did experiments to design this digital forgetting. The process of these 

experiments is also described in the final chapter of this thesis.

 

DIgITAL hypERThyMESIA 

Origin
As mentioned in the introduction, we’re currently all living with Digital 

Hyperthymesia, a condition that enables us to have a perfect memory. 

Recall of memories goes without effort. We can simply explore our 

online or offline databases of memories by inserting a word describing 

the memory in an available search box or we can filter according to 

different parameters (date, name, tags). I distinguish two kinds of 

digital memories: experiences and knowledge, or episodic and semantic 

memories. I will explain more about these concepts in chapter two. 

However this digital memory doesn’t only consist of memories create by 

ourselves: the digital traces we leave on the web are kept by companies 

and governments. Google, for instance, stores every single search query 

ever entered by its users. like viktor Mayer-Schönberger illustrates, 

“Google knows more about us than we can remember ourselves.”

I think it’s important to distinguish between self-created information 

and information gathered by other parties. In this thesis I focus on 

self-created information. I wondered why we are not hesitant about 

outsourcing more and more of our memory to a digital one? And what will 

be the consequences of this development? 

Technological drivers

The first and maybe most prominent cause of our recently gained 

dependence on digital memory are the technological developments that 

made external memory possible and affordable for everyone. In his book 

‘Delete’, viktor Mayer-Schönberger identifies four technological drivers: 

digitization, cheap storage, easy retrieval and global reach.

Digitization created a shift from analog to digital information. This 

has many advantages such as standardized formats, that are easy to 
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process, store and retrieve (the analogue equivalent takes up much more 

time), and also can be distributed easily through networks. Also a digital 

copy is an exact replica of the original, contrary to the analogue copy. 

With each generation of analog copies a bit of noise is added. Analogue 

copying automatically inflicts a kind of forgetting: the decreasing of the 

quality by the incremental noise. Digitization has faded the boundaries 

of original and copy and is making this an outdated concept, because it’s 

almost impossible to distinguish the difference. 

Storage capacity keeps increasing following Moore’s law: over the history 

of computing hardware, the number of transistors on integrated circuits 

doubles approximately every 12-18 months. And yet people don’t save 

money on storage, but they buy additional storage space to be able to 

preserve more information. Because of this growth, digital storage has 

become cheaper than the analogue equivalent. Forgetting has become 

too expensive: why take the time to sort information and delete when 

there’s enough space to store it anyway? For the first time in human 

history remembering becomes the norm and forgetting the exception.

The memory process consist of encoding, storing and retrieving 

information from memory. Even though it may have been stored, analog 

information is much harder to retrieve again, and sometimes can seem 

forgotten. Digital information is much more accessible, which makes it 

easy to retrieve. Search engines create an easy retrieval interface, and 

identifiers such as tags and metadata make for useful filters. But these 

easy retrieval mechanisms also bring the risk of decontextualization: 

when searching or filtering information it is automatically discarded of 

their context and sequential nature. 

Global digital networks have removed the limitation of physical presence 

of information. To access information a connection to the network is all 

that is necessary. Information connected to the network hereby becomes 

De- and re-contextualization.

De- and re-contextualization.

De- and re-contextualization.
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more valuable. But once information is shared on the network, the owner 

loses control over it: others that can access it can do what they want 

with it. This also leads to a de- and re-contextualization.

Cultural changes

Besides the technological drivers that created the possibility for 

Digital Hyperthymesia to develop, it’s also important to notice a shift in 

cultural views regarding memory which encourage the evolving of Digital 

Hyperthymesia.

 

The externalization of human memory has been pursued throughout 

history because of the beneficial functionality for humanity. For instance 

the invention of the alphabet, the activities of reading and writing, 

offered for the first time in human history the potential for learning 

one another’s thoughts and ideas without having to engage in a direct 

conversation, and therefore this information surpassed the boundaries 

of time and space. People could build on each other’s ideas and create 

shared knowledge. Writing heightens (collective) consciousness. 

 

I wonder if the same goes for the external memory that is presently 

common after the digital revolution, or if we maybe went too far with the 

externalization of human memory? Since it is technologically possible to 

save everything, it seems that this is the main reason to store everything: 

simply because it can be done. Recording for recording’s sake. Besides 

from the incorrect prevailing view that more information always leads to 

better quality decisions, it also affects the way we view human memory. 

 

After centuries of using the latest information storage technologies as 

a metaphor to explain human memory (I’ll explain more on this matter 

in the next chapter), we now relate memory to vast amounts of exact 

storage. And because human memory is hardly ever exact and doesn’t 

meet this capacity to store all the details, we’ve come to value our own 

internal memory less than digital memory. The dominant opinion is 

now that computers are better at this, and therefore it is best to use as 

much external memory aids as possible. People use arguments as:  “It’s 

no longer terribly efficient to use our brains to store information. Why 

memorize the content of a single book when you could be using your 

brain to hold a quick guide to an entire library?”. 

 

What stood out most for me was this observation of David Brooks, 

columnist of The New york Times, “I had thought that the magic of 

the information age was that it allowed us to know more, but then I 

realized the magic of the information age is that it allows us to know 

less. It provides us with external cognitive servants – silicon memory 

systems, collaborative online filters, consumer preference algorithms 

and networked knowledge. We can burden these servants and liberate 

ourselves.” 

 

I think it’s rather ironic that living in ‘the information age’ causes us to 

know less. What happens when the access is removed? A blackout in 

our digital hyperthymesia? Additionally, the choice of words worries me, 

when he talks about knowledge it sounds very negative. To him knowing 

information from memory is a ‘burden’, one we should be ‘liberated’ 

from. It seems that besides valuating our own memory less, the value of 

(internal) knowledge is also decreasing in our culture. 

 

Joshua Foer also has a very interesting view on this development: “our 

culture is an edifice built of externalized memories. Erudition evolved 

from possessing information internally to knowing how and where to 

find it in the labyrinth world of external memory. [...] But as our culture 

has transformed from one that was fundamentally based on internal 

memories to one that is fundamentally based on memories stored 

outside the brain, what are the implications for ourselves and for our 

society? What we’ve gained is indisputable. But what have we traded 
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“A new kind of photographic memory. The 
Narrative Clip is a tiny, automatic camera and 
app that gives you a searchable and shareable 
photographic memory.”

“A new kind of photographic memory. The 
Narrative Clip is a tiny, automatic camera and 
app that gives you a searchable and shareable 
photographic memory.”

“A new kind of photographic memory. The 
Narrative Clip is a tiny, automatic camera and 
app that gives you a searchable and shareable 
photographic memory.”

away? What does it mean that we’ve lost our memory?” 

I think we’ve gained omnipresent, shared, accessible, external 

knowledge but we have weakened, or at least modified, individual 

intelligence. The way we think has changed: instead of memorizing 

knowledge, we know remember the location to find said knowledge. This 

is a shift from ownership to access of information. What are the effects 

for this shift on our intelligence? I consider a realistic possibility where 

this shift decreases people’s depth of reflection, ability to reason, and to 

make decisions about complex matters. or like Nicholas carr describes, 

“The ability to know, in depth, a subject for ourselves, to construct within 

our own minds the rich and idiosyncratic set of connection that give rise 

to a singular intelligence.” is diminished. Are we sacrificing our quality of 

thought?

 

The contradiction could almost not be bigger in comparison to the 

view on memory in the time of ancient Greece. When memory was the 

core of culture, and every literate person was practiced in mnemonic 

techniques. The art of remembering was seen as the art of thinking. 

Effects
We are substituting our human memory for external memory, but over 

the past years this external memory is slowly transforming from a 

supplement into a replacement. The thematic of Digital Hyperthymesia 

is presently relevant: total recall is becoming a realistic scenario for the 

first time in our history. The consequences of this phenomenon are not 

thoroughly considered yet. So what effects will living with this Digital 

Hyperthymesia have on us?

 

With so many technological developments these days, generally there 

isn’t taken time anymore to reflect on the implications. Therefore an 

important part of my thesis is to identify the effects that are currently 

emerging as a result of the evolving of this new phenomenon. Because I 
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think Digital Hyperthymesia has quite extensive consequences. I divided 

these consequences into three main themes: behaviour, time and 

identity. 

Behaviour

looking back at the perspective on human memory in the time of the 

ancient Greek and the currently prevailing view it developed into, I 

think the biggest difference is that the reliance on external memory 

has changed our active method of remembering into a passive one.  

Remembering changed from taking effort to locate something from 

internal memory and bring it back into consciousness, to simply 

browsing external memory, often without knowing specifically what 

we’re searching for.  This results in an disturbance of the dualism of 

human memory, because this passive remembering almost is an form of 

forgetting. 

 

Also, people tend to value human memory and knowledge less. This 

seems to result in a vicious circle: because of our fear of forgetting, 

caused by undervaluing our human memory to digital memory (produced 

through the unconstructive technological metaphors to describe human 

memory), we now outsource as much memory as possible externally, 

which results in less internal memory and sacrificing our quality of 

thought. This will decrease our value of human memory more, etcetera. 

This is also closely related with the ongoing cultural change of expanding 

external memory at expense of individual intelligence. 

 

Next to these changes in the way we remember, and value remembering, 

Digital Hyperthymesia could also influence behaviour on a different level 

when people become more aware that they are living with a perfect, 

external memory. viktor Mayer-Schönberger described this in his book 

‘Delete’: “If all our past activities, transgressions or not, are always 

present, how can we disentangle ourselves from them in our thinking 

1990s

2010s

1990s

2010s

1990s

2010s

1990s

2010s
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and decision-making?” When people live with this in mind, it may even 

cause them to self-censor. 

Time

An absolute memory expels every sense of continuity, because it 

consumes you by constantly remembering an abundance of details. So 

you are living with your past available at all the time. It merges time, and 

therefore it also negates time. 

Besides time as a tense or a mechanical construct, it’s also very 

interesting to think of time as a mental construct. Ed cooke has a 

fascinating idea on this: “I’m working on expanding subjective time so 

that it feels like I live longer. By remembering more. By providing my life 

with more chronological landmarks. By making myself more aware of 

time’s passage.” He is trying to use his internal memory to document 

more life experiences, so that psychological time is expanded, and 

therefore the perception of our lifetime is lengthened. 

 

Identity

When you think about memories as the base of a person’s identity, it is a 

logical thought to expect that the possibility of preserving an abundance 

of digital memories is going to affects a person’s identity. We all have a 

fear of forgetting in a certain degree. Nowadays, it even seems we even 

value remembering more than experiencing the moment. A moment 

lasts all of a second, but the memory lives on forever. The fear of 

forgetting originates from the idea that we exist through our memories. 

Memory is more than the sum of things remembered, it’s your identity, 

unique sense of self. But if our memories shape our identity, what are 

the consequences of living with this perfect digital memory on our 

sense of self? I think it will result in a continuous building and shaping 

of a person’s identity. Recent research by José van Dijck is indicating 

that the younger generation is using digital photography as a tool for 

identity formation and communication. This new functionality is equally 

important as the primary goal of photography: memory. 

 

Memory condition results

Besides trying to map the effects of Digital Hyperthymesia by describing 

the effects that arose from the drivers of this phenomenon, I think it’s 

also very valuable to look at  the consequences of a number of human 

memory conditions that interfere with the activity of forgetting. This way 

I can anticipate on effects of perfect memory on our mind and behaviour 

because they might resemble the consequences of living with a memory 

condition.

 

People who suffer from hyperthymesia can recall almost every day of 

their lives nearly perfect without conscious effort. At first this sounds as 

a benefit, but it actually has a rather destructive effect on their cognitive 

capacity. The constant, irrepressible stream of memories interrupts 

their everyday life. one person described her recollection as “non-stop, 

uncontrollable and totally exhausting” and as “a burden”. People with 

hyperthymestic syndrome get lost in remembering, which makes it 

difficult for them to live in the present or think of the future, because 

they are eternally living in the past. 

 

Jorge luis Borges wrote the short story ‘Funes the Memorious’ in 1942. 

Funes is a fictional character who acquires the amazing talent, or curse, 

of remembering everything, after experiencing head injury. His memory is 

too good. He can’t distinguish between the trivial and the important, he 

can’t prioritize, generalize, or abstract. Borges concludes the story that 

possibly it is forgetting, not remembering, that is the essence of what 

makes us human. “To think is to forget.”
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hUMAN MEMORy

Throughout history metaphors were used to explain human memory. 

Seneca wrote about the role of memory: “We should imitate bees and we 

should keep in separate compartments whatever we have collected from 

our diverse reading. [...] Then, diligently applying all the resources of our 

native talent, we should mingle all the various nectars we have tasted, 

and then turn them into a single sweet substance, in such a way that, 

even if it is apparent where it originated, it appears quite different from 

what it was in its original state.” 

 

yet especially after the industrial revolution the metaphors developed 

into a more technological form, when the latest technological 

developments were used to explain human memory: from a library 

or filing cabinet, ‘photographic’ memory, to the most recently used 

metaphor: a computer. These technological metaphors are actually not a 

constructive perspective for the reason that they undermine the typical 

human elements of the functionality of memory. 

 

The metaphors changed from biological interpretations of a living, 

evolving organism of knowledge to a more technical description of 

machine that stores information. Maybe we already got used to the 

technical metaphor over the past decades and now have little resistance 

of actually relying on technical, external memory. 

 

But it is certain that these technological metaphors have led to 

misinterpretation of the concept of human memory, and this created 

a negative connotation that still remains the prevailing view. This is a 

conflation of memory and storage. Most people see human memory as 

an untrustworthy, forgetful, adaptive thing, because it lacks the ability 

to preserve information indefinitely like computers. This is all true, 

although instead of regarding the forgetfulness as a negative aspect it 

The negative connotation of human memory has 
been around for quite some time.

The negative connotation of human memory has 
been around for quite some time.

The negative connotation of human memory has 
been around for quite some time.

The negative connotation of human memory has 
been around for quite some time.
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appears to be a rather valuable and necessary human activity. Therefore 

this chapter will provide (basic) information about human memory, in 

order to overturn the negative misinterpretation. 

 

Dualism

Human memory consists of a duality: the activities of remembering and 

forgetting. Remembering is concisely best described by Daniel Schacter 

as “the constant reconstruction of our past based on the present”. And 

therefore forgetting plays an essential part in the process. “Forgetting 

lets us act in time, cognizant of, but not shackled by, past events”, viktor 

Mayer-Schönberger.

Remembering
Sir Fredrick Bartlett observed that: “Remembering is not the re-

excitation of innumerable fixed, lifeless and fragmentary traces. It is an 

imaginative reconstruction, or construction, built out of the relation of 

our attitude towards a whole active mass of organised past reactions 

or experience. It is thus hardly ever really exact, and it is not at all 

important that it should be so. Remembering appears to be far more 

decisively an affair of construction than one of mere reproduction.”

 

But what is memory exactly? The definition for memory by cognitive 

psychologists is ‘a system for encoding, storing and retrieving 

information’. This definition applies to organisms as well as computers. 

But contrary to computer memory, human memory is a cognitive system, 

and closely related to perception. It is a constructive system, for 

interpreting incoming information, removing a great amount of details, 

and constructing meaningful patterns from the remaining information. 

 

like mentioned in the definition, memory consists of three essential 

functionalities: encoding, storing and retrieving. To encode information 

our brain needs to select stimuli from the abundance of input, identify 

them by their characteristics (sound, image, scent) and label them.  

During encoding a process of elaboration is also applied. Hereby is 

new information linked to information that already resides in memory. 

Memories gain more value through these connections, and they become 

tightly embedded.

The process of storing consists of saving the encoded information over 

time. Information which is linked to already stored information is saved 

better in memory. The same goes for information that is repeated or 

information that is more meaningful to the person. 

 

Retrieving means accessing the stored information and bringing it back 

into our consciousness. With the right memory cues, retrieval progresses 

mostly automatically. 

Memory stages

For information from sensory experience to become a permanent 

memory, it has to go through three stages: sensory memory, working 

memory (also known as short-term memory), and long-term memory. 

long-term memory is generally what is meant with ‘human memory’, so 

I will briefly address sensory and working memory, and go more in depth 

on long-term memory. 

 

The function of sensory memory is to contain an abundance of 

information from stimuli for a very short amount of time, so that the 

brain can decide which information deserves the attention. The capacity 

of sensory memory is bigger than it appears: it can hold 9 or more items, 

but all of these diminish before they can reach consciousness except 

for 3 or 4 items. The short amount of time for sensory memories is just 

enough to create a sense of continuity. If they would be contained any 

longer, they would interfere with new sensory input. 
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In the next stage, working memory, the conscious processing of 

experiences takes place. George Miller found out that working memory 

has a limited capacity: about seven (plus or minus two) elements, better 

known as ‘the magical number 7 (plus or minus 2)’. This number can be 

improved by repetition and ‘chunking’. By constantly repeating a number 

of items for a short time (maintenance rehearsal) you can contain 

information a little longer in working memory. chunking is a process of 

coding separate pieces of information into a single pattern. That’s the 

reason why telephone numbers are divided with a space into short series 

of numbers.

 

The long-term memory seems to have an endless capacity. This capacity 

is used for all the knowledge you have about the world and yourself. 

Through this knowledge you can for instance solve new problems, 

reason, think about hypothetical situations or fantasies. Human long-

term memory stores the meaning of information, not the exact copy of 

the original information. 

 

long-term memory consists of two sections that store different kinds 

of information. one is called procedural memory, which contains 

information about learned skills. The other is declarative memory, which 

holds specific information such as facts and experiences. Declarative 

memory can be further divided in semantic and episodic memory. 

Semantic memory consists of memories about language, facts, and 

knowledge. Episodic memory contains memories about events and 

personal experiences. like mentioned in the introduction of chapter one, 

I distinguish two kinds of digital memories in this thesis: experiences 

and knowledge. Therefore the memories that are discussed in this thesis 

are episodic and semantic memories, or in one notion: the declarative 

memory, part of the long-term memory. 

Forgetting
Forgetting is embedded in remembering and vice versa. When confining 

information to any stage of human memory this concerns already a 

selection from an abundance of input, and therefore an unconscious 

type of forgetting takes place simultaneously when storing information 

to memory. on the other hand there are also moments, for instance 

when encountering the tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon, when you try to 

remember information about which you are positive that you know, but 

can’t recollect temporary. (This is caused by a poor connection between 

the memory cues and the way the information is encoded in long-term 

memory.)

 

Thus forgetting is more nuanced than regarding it only as a filter that 

creates the ability for remembering. There are a lot of factors that affect 

the way we remember and forget. But the most elaborate explanation 

of why we forget are the ‘seven sins’ of memory, described by memory 

expert Daniel Schacter. There are seven ways in which memory can let 

us down: transience, absent-mindedness, blocking, misattribution, 

suggestibility, bias, and persistence. However he argues that these 

features of human memory are not necessarily bad, and that they 

actually serve a useful purpose in memory. Schacter believes that 

forgetting is an essential function of human memory, allowing it to work 

efficiently. 

 

Transience, is the fading of memories over time. This aspect of 

forgetting has been researched by psychologist Hermann Ebbinghaus. 

He discovered the hypothesis of the exponential nature of forgetting 

in 1885, better known as the forgetting curve. This curve shows how 

information is lost over time after learning when there is no attempt 

to retain it: forgetting is the most rapid within the first nine hours, and 

twenty four hours after learning something we forget two-thirds of it. 

Besides semantic memories this also applies to episodic memories. 
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Much more can be remembered of recent events than those further in 

one’s past. Every time an episodic memory is recalled, it is re-encoded 

in the brain which partly overwrites the previous version of the memory. 

Thus effectively the memory is altered each time it is recalled. The useful 

purpose that transience offers human memory is a way of protection 

from an abundance of redundant information. 

 

Absent-mindedness concerns combination of memory and attention. 

common examples are the misplacing of keys, or forgetting of 

appointments. This happens because at the time of encoding 

insufficient attention was paid on what would later need to be recalled. 

The beneficial side-effect of absent-mindedness is the ability to shift 

attention. Another related phenomenon about attention is the ‘Zeigarnik 

effect’. Bluma Zeigarnik discovered that interruption of a task greatly 

improves its chances of being remembered. Details of unfinished 

activities are twice as likely to be remembered. Due to the lack of 

closure, the memory is stored differently, and more effectively. 

 

Blocking happens when the brain tries to retrieve or encode information, 

but another memory interferes with it. Blocking is a primary cause of 

the tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon. The plus side of blocking is that it 

allows only the most relevant information to be recalled. 

 

The previous sins all concerned inaccessibility of memories. The next 

are sins of commission. Misattribution entails correct recollection of 

information with the wrong context (time, place or person). 

 

Suggestibility is somewhat similar to misattribution, but with apparent 

suggestion. It is accepting false suggestion made by others. Memories 

are often influenced by the way in which they are retrieved. For example: 

loftus and Palmer made participants watch a movie where two cars 

collapsed. Depending on the manner in which they formulated their 
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question they received very different answers. If they asked ‘At what 

speed did the cars move when they crashed into each other?’, the 

estimate of the participants was about 25 percent higher than the 

estimate of the other participants, who got the question ‘At what speed 

did the cars move when they hit each other?’. 

 

Bias is similar to suggestibility, but here memory of past events is 

distorted by one’s current feelings and worldview. This can cause a 

content adult to look back on a happy childhood, induced to do so by 

positive memories although the average mood during childhood may 

have been very different from happy. The last three sins also have 

purposeful functionality. They are occur because human memory 

focusses on meaning, and sets details aside. Daniel Schacter suggests 

that our brain constantly reconfigures our memory based at least in 

part on our present preferences and needs. He argues that human 

(re)construction is not so much a deficiency as a benefit. using 

generalizations, relying on conjecture, emphasizing the present, and 

respecting subsequent experiences, helps us to reason swiftly and 

economically, to abstract and generalize, and to act in time, rather than 

remain caught up in conflicting recollections.

 

Persistence consists of unwanted recall of disturbing information. This 

can range from shameful missteps at work to traumatic experiences, 

and it can lead to certain psychological disorders, such as phobias. The 

positive effect of persistence creates the possibility to learn overcome 

dangers, and it’s derived from the need to survive. 

COUNTERMOvE

After researching the emergence of this recently evolving phenomenon 

regarding digital external memory and the constructive functionality 

of human memory in the previous chapters, I wanted to design a 

counteraction to neutralize Digital Hyperthymesia as the product of my 

graduation project. Through the research onto human memory I found 

the appropriate method for this is the simulation of the duality of human 

memory, which requires a digital equivalent for the activity of forgetting.

 

Experiments 
In terms of the form of the input for the product I chose for photography. 

Firstly because sight it the most dominant of the human senses 

and when thinking of memories people mostly see them in images. 

Furthermore because photography as a technique is very much 

intertwined with memory. It probably is the most used technical solution 

against forgetting, although at the same time it is paradoxical: people 

like to take pictures of ‘unforgettable’ moments instead of banal 

situations, so apparently they keep in mind that even the unforgettable 

can be forgotten. Also, people hope that pictures will support human 

memory, but instead pictures have a very peculiar effect on memory: 

they gradually replace memories. This happens (also explained 

in chapter two) when human memory recollects a memory: after 

recollecting it is stored in memory again, possibly slightly transformed, 

at the expense of older versions. Therefore the more you look at a 

picture, the more the image will replace your actual memory of that 

moment. 

 

Process

How does the digital equivalent of forgetting look? First, I reflected 

onto non-digital external memory, because the analogue media do 
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Experiment with data-recovery software. 
Literally visualizing digital forgetting, by 
using a program to collect deleted photos 
from a smartphone. Most images can only 
be partly recovered, and result in filling the 
image with the colour of the last pixel that 
contains information.

Experiment in decay by transforming the 
image through sorting specific values of 
pixels: pixel-sorting algorithm. 
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not generate the same problematic consequences as digital media in 

this case. The reason for this difference is that analogue media have 

forgetting-mechanism ingrained, that consists of a decreasing of quality 

in case of copying and the passing of time. If you compare this to digital 

media you’ll notice that copying and passing of time have no effect on 

the quality. Because a digital copy is an exact replica of the original, 

which creates no decay over generations of copies, and time has no 

influence on the decay of the digital object, only on the hardware where 

the digital object resides. There is an option of the aging of the software 

that reads the digital object, but this would result in an incompatibility 

error and a blue screen, not in gradations of digital decay. 

The first experiments I did came mainly from my interest in how 

gradations of digital decay could look, based on the concept of 

decreasing in quality as a form of forgetting. 

But after a lot of small experiments I found my product stuck because 

I was creating visualizations of decay, and not making any structural 

changes. 

 

After reading ‘The enduring ephemeral’ again I realised that I was trying 

to create something that goes against the very principles of the medium, 

because digital media is focussed on preservation. As Wendy Hui Kyong 

chun mentions, ‘The major characteristic of digital media is memory’. 

 

Through this I concluded that my digital equivalent of forgetting should 

not affect the stage of digitally storing information. It also is logical 

to not comprise the storing-stage of artificial memory, because that 

would make it obsolete to use for externalizing information. Therefore, I 

decided that the digital equivalent of forgetting should not be a form of 

digital decay or deletion, but for instance a form of insufficient retrieval/ 

limited recollection. 

Experiment in decay of quality according to 
the age of the pictures, by reading the date 
from the metadata. 
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Experiment in decay by modifying the 
encoded content of pictures. This specific 
method is called ‘the wordpad effect’. 

After this I did experiments focussed on characteristics of human 

memory, such as fragmentary recollection. 

As well as experiments relevant to the three types of consequences of 

Digital Hyperthymesia: behaviour, time and identity.

looking back at the research onto human memory I appointed a second 

condition to which my product must suffice: the digital equivalent of 

forgetting must have beneficial functionality, just like the purpose 

of the human activity of forgetting. First, I thought it could work as 

an information-filter, to offer options to abstract and summarize the 

information overload. But from this perspective the product didn’t 

develop into a fitting result of the research. 

 

After formulating my project again and rewriting the thesis, I found that 

the beneficial functionality that I want to create should affect the human 

memory, and not the data. At that moment the design for the product 

finally made perfect sense: the dualism of human memory is disturbed 

by the consequences of living with Digital Hyperthymesia. So it is much 

more fitting to assign the beneficial purpose of digital forgetting to 

rehabilitate human memory. Thus the third condition for my product 

is that it must address the consequences of Digital Hyperthymesia 

described in my thesis.

 

Design field

In the previous paragraph I mentioned the focus of digital media on 

remembering. I think there’s a need for a reflection on this topic and 

possible design solutions, and this is part of the urgency of the thesis 

and the countermove. This is also becoming apparent in the cultural 

interest: a collective request for ephemeral technologies seems to be 

emerging and the market is responding to this demand. The application 

Snapchat for example is a very popular digital ephemeron where users 

can send each other photos and videos, and set a time limit (from 1 to 10 
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Experiment in merging fragments from 
an album of pictures into one collage of a 
certain moment.

Experiment focussed on time: slitscanning. 
Visualizing long exposure time in one image: 
the passing of cars and clouds.
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seconds) for how long recipients can view their these, after which they 

will be hidden from the recipient’s device and deleted from Snapchat’s 

servers. This is a stimulating concept besides the collecting and storing 

of personal data from their users by myriad big companies. According to 

Snapchat [May 2014], the app’s users were sending 700 million photos 

and videos per day. I think this emphasizes that the thematic of the 

remembering dominated digital memory should be further re-examined 

in order for contemporary design solutions to evolve. 

 

Besides the cultural interest, this thematic is also important for 

information designers. “The scope of human information is now 

doubling every 18 months or so, the sum total of human information. 

That means between now [February 2013] and late 2014, we will 

generate as much information, in terms of gigabytes, as all of humanity 

has in all the previous millennia put together.” With this quote Ken 

Jennings illustrates the complexity and the volume of information 

we’re currently dealing with. There’s simply too much of it. Information 

design focusses on making complicated or enormous amounts of 

information comprehensible by visually displaying it as an abstracted 

representation. Maybe next to finding new methods of effectively 

visualizing information, a structural change is preferable. Instead of 

designing new visualizations of information from information, designing 

volatile information or digital forgetting mechanisms. I think this 

perspective is very interesting to be reflected upon in the information 

design field.  

 

Experiment regarding identity. Projecting 
currently uploaded Flickr images that are 
tagged as ‘portrait’ onto photoframes.
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Experiment in designing the digital 
equivalent of forgetting, by distorting the 
process of encoding on a digital camera to 
aid human memory. This makes it not 100% 
trustworthy, and invokes the Zeigarnik-
effect on the user.

Design proposal: Artificial Ignorance
The result of my design process is ‘Artificial Ignorance’,   an algorithm 

that converts digital photographs into ‘memory cues’. It disrupts the 

process of digital remembering to support human memory. 

When a participant starts the Artificial Ignorance script, it asks for 

input: the participant can select a folder containing personal photos 

on external memory devices (connected to the computer, for instance 

smartphone or uSB). AI randomly selects a number of images from this 

folder, and with these originals it goes on the internet to find visually 

similar images by using the Google Image Search API. AI gathers around 

3 similar images per original, because the similar images contain partly 

recognizable elements. Therefore more images with familiar elements 

will lead to a better chance of recollection by the participant. Also, this is 

a metaphor for suggestions of memory, when trying to remember.  

If the script is finished, these similar images will have replaced the 

originals. The participant has obtained images from a collective source 

with personally recognizable elements that function as suggestions for 

remembering moments instead of just displaying captured seconds. 

The main goal of AI is to encourage a more active manner of 

remembering than the passive way we now mostly use to look back at 

an abundance of autobiographical documentation. The concept of the 

digital equivalent of forgetting is applied by creating an incomplete 

digital retrieval in order to aid human memory. other goals are to 

counteract the consequences of Digital Hyperthymesia that have 

influenced our behaviour, identity and perception of time, hereby bring 

this phenomenon to attention, and to restore the balance in the duality 

of human memory. 
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Screenshot of Artificial Ignorance running. 
The similar images that are found on 
the internet stack up one by one on the 
interface at the same time as they are saved 
onto the users external memory.

CONCLUSION

our human memory and our cultural perspective on human memory 

have been changing through technological influence throughout 

history. However in the past decade this change has been increasing 

exponentially through recent technological developments. Therefore 

this thesis is meant as an urgent reflection on this still evolving 

phenomenon, by identifying causes for Digital Hyperthymesia and 

anticipating on its possible consequences for our behaviour, identity 

and perception of time. The goal of this thesis is to raise awareness for 

this phenomenon, instigate debate and possibilities for reflection, but 

also to achieve a positive change in cultural perspective regarding the 

functionality of human memory.

It seemed the project resulted in a paradox. As a result from researching 

the phenomenon I created a digital equivalent of forgetting, inspired 

on the beneficial functionality of human forgetting, in order to 

stimulate human remembering. However the interplay between Digital 

Hyperthymesia and human memory lead to this conclusion: the dualism 

of human memory (remembering and forgetting) is highly valuable 

and was the inspiration to design digital forgetting. yet this important 

aspect has been thrown out of balance by the effects caused by Digital 

Hyperthymesia. It has resulted in dependence on this phenomenon 

and transforming the active human way of remembering into a passive 

recollection by external aids.  

 

Therefore the goal of the graduation product is to bring Digital 

Hyperthymesia to attention and design a countermove to neutralize 

the effects on behaviour, identity and perception of time of this 

contemporary phenomenon. Besides this I hope the project sparks some 

interesting debate and motivates (information) designers to experiment 

with creating forms of digital forgetting related solutions. 
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